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We developed a depth of interaction (DOI) detector for positron emission tomography (PET) using different

kinds of reflectors. The detector module consists of two layers of scintillator arrays, which was composed of 4 ×

4 Gadolinium Aluminum Gallium Garnet (GAGG) crystals of size 3 mm × 3 mm × 10 mm, and 4 × 4 silicon

photomultiplier (SiPM) arrays. The bottom layer optically coupled to the SiPM used a diffuse reflector and the

top layer used a specular reflector. The layer interacted with gamma ray and crystal could be determined by

analyzing the signal size because it obtained for each layer is different by using different reflectors for the crys-

tals for each layer. The detector performance was analyzed by the flood image, energy spectrum with two pho-

toelectric peaks, and energy resolution. In the experiment for the detector module performance, all pixels in the

flood map were well decoded, and the energy spectrum of each pixel is measured with two photo peaks.

Keywords : Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Depth of Interaction (DOI), reflectors, energy spectrum, Mag-
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1. Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) requires high re-

solution and sensitivity in order to acquire a lot of

biometric and accurate information in various studies of

humans and animals [1, 2]. Various devices have been

developed to meet these requirements for small animal

imaging, and organ specific imaging such as a human

brain [3-5]. The characteristics of these systems use small

gantry for high sensitivity, and thin and long scintillator

for high resolution [6]. Because these crystals shape

increase the fraction of gamma rays obliquely incident on

the detector surface, the spatial resolution gradually degrades

from the center to the periphery of the field of view

(FOV) due to the parallax errors [7-9]. The depth of

interaction (DOI) detector, which acquires information

regarding the depth of gamma interaction in the crystal

pixels has been developed to solve these problems [10-

14]. However, these methods still have certain technical

challenges and performance trade-offs [15].

The aim of this study was to develop a novel and

simple DOI detector that composed of two layers of

crystal arrays and one photo sensor array. The proposed

detector uses different kinds of reflectors in each layer, so

that on the energy spectrum appears two photoelectric

peaks corresponding to each layer crystal. The layer inter-

acted with gamma ray and crystal could be determined by

analyzing the energy spectrum. Experimental measure-

ments were performed to investigate the DOI capability

of the proposed detector.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Detector configuration

The detector consists of two layers of scintillator arrays,

and one silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) as a photo sensor

array. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the DOI

detector. Scintillators were used with Gadolinium Aluminum

Gallium Garnet (GAGG) [16], which were made of

arrays of two layers with different reflectors as shown in

Fig. 2. GAGG has a density of 6.63 g/cm3, and has a high

energy resolution by generating a large number of lights,

such as 50,000 photons/MeV. In addition, since the

scintillator itself does not generate natural radiation,

GAGG has excellent characteristics that do not affect the

signal to be measured. The size of each crystal pixel was
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3 mm × 3 mm × 10 mm, and was composed of two layers

in 4 × 4 array. Optical grease was used between the crystal

layers, and the crystal layer and the SiPM to prevent the

reduction of light transmission due to a sudden change in

refractive index. 

The side surfaces of crystal pixel in the top layer used

specular reflectors with the same incident angle and

reflectance angle when reflecting the light generated by

the interaction between the gamma rays and the crystal,

and it of bottom layer and the top surfaces of the top layer

crystals used diffuse reflectors with random reflection.

The specular reflector used enhanced specular reflector

(ESR) with 98 % reflectivity [17], and the diffuse reflector

used BC-620 reflective paint [18] with reflectance greater

than 95 %. MatrixSM-9 system was used to detect the

light generated from the crystals, and the SiPM pixel size

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic diagram of the two layer DOI

detector. The blue line represents the optical grease, which is

used between the crystal layers and between the crystal and

the SiPM.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Configuration of GAGG scintillator with

diffuse and specular reflectors.

Fig. 3. (Color online) MatrixSM-9 system. The system consists of the readout module with the front end electronics board, and

Matrix-EVB board as a mainboard to process and transport the signal.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Experimental set-up. The data was

acquired by using a Na-22 point source.
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is 3 mm × 3 mm, with a pitch of 3.37 mm in a 4 × 4

array. This system consists of the readout module with the

front end electronics board, and Matrix-EVB board as a

mainboard to process and transport the signal as shown in

Fig. 3 [19].

2.2. Experimental Set-up

A flood image and energy spectrum were acquired

using Na-22 point source (~0.15 μCi) that emits positrons

to generate gamma rays of 511 keV. In order to represent

the position of each crystal pixel in the flood image with

similar counts, data were obtained by placing a source on

each side of the crystal array as shown in Fig. 4. The 16

channels of data were reduced to 4 channels using the

Anger equation to reconstruct the image.

3. Results and Discussion

Flood images were reconstructed using the Anger

equation with data from Na-22 sources obtained in all

Fig. 5. Flood map with segmented pixels for the DOI detector.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Global energy spectrum for the DOI

detector with two layer of crystals.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Energy resolution distribution (left) and energy spectra (right) corresponding to each pixel position in the

flood image.
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direction of the crystal block. Figure 5 shows the flood

map of a 4 × 4 crystal array of two layers. All pixels were

clearly segmented, and composed of two layers but were

acquired as a single point image in every pixel. 

The energy spectrum was measured using the obtained

data. Figure 6 shows the global energy spectrum, and it

can be seen that two photoelectric peak of 511 keV were

clearly seen. The lower channel photoelectric peak of the

two photoelectric peak is the peak of gamma rays

detected in the crystal of the top layer, and the photo-

electric peak of the high channel is the peak of gamma

rays detected in the crystal of the bottom layer. The

energy resolution of each photoelectric peak at the global

energy spectrum was 19.8 % (bottom layer) and 23.8 %

(top layer), respectively. Figure 7 shows the energy re-

solution distribution of the flood image and energy spectra

that correspond to each crystal position of the flood

image. Two photoelectric peaks are also identified in the

energy spectrum acquired at each crystal position. Since

the distribution of the photoelectric peak is clearly

distinguished, the crystal of the layer interacted with

gamma rays can be completely separated. The energy

resolution of the bottom layer was measured on average

17.9 % with a range of 15.0 % to 20.0 %, and it of the top

layer averaged 21.0 % in the range of 16.9 % to 26.1 %.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we developed the detector that measures

the interaction depth using two layers of the scintillator

pixel arrays with different reflectors. The bottom layer

uses the specular reflector and the top layer uses the

diffuse reflector to vary the size of the light signal obtain-

ed from the SiPM. The signal size of the light obtained is

different for each layer, where the channel positions of the

photoelectric peaks appear elsewhere on the energy spec-

trum. In the flood image, the position of each scintillator

pixel is imaged at the same position irrespective of the

layers, so that it is difficult to classify the layers. How-

ever, the positions of the photoelectric peaks on the energy

spectrum appear in different channels, so performing

photoelectric peak analysis of the energy spectrum can

distinguish the layers. By specifying the two energy

ranges to be obtained at the detector, the layers can be

separated very easily and simply.

When the proposed detector is applied to PET detector

that acquires specific organ images such as the human

brain, and small animal images, it is possible to measures

the depth position where gamma rays and scintillators

interact. Thus, it will be possible to solve the parallax

errors reducing the spatial resolution.
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